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Although Canadian tax reform can be viewed as an ongoing process 
(Spindler and Walker 1988), the most recent round officially started 
with a document issued by Finance Minister Michael Wilson in 1987 
outlining his proposaIs for changing the Canadian tax structure. Part 
of the official justification for reform was that Canada soon would be 
at a competitive disadvantage if it did not realign its tax system with 
those of its major trading partners-the United States (which recently 
underwent a major tax reform) and Europe. The major problems 
perceived with Canada's tax structure at the time were that 0) 
Canada's income tax rates and deductions were not comparable to those 
in the new U.S. system, and (2) Canada's system of commodity 
taxation, which relied on a manufacturer's sales tax (MST) at the 
federal level and retail sales taxes (RST) at the provincial level, was 
not comparable with commodity tax systems in either the United 
States or Europe. 

The Canadian income tax system was reformed in 1988, but reform 
of the commodity tax system was not undertaken at the same time 
because of technical, strategic, and political considerations (see 
Spindler and Walker 1988). Thus, in April 1989 the minister of finance 
issued a prospectus on a goods and services tax (GST), followed by a 
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technical paper in August, and then by draft legislation in October 
1989. A House of Commons commission hcld hearings across Canada, 
issued a report, and the Conservative government announced further 
revisions to their legislation-which consisted mainly of dropping the 
proposed rate from 9 to 7 per cent-on December 19, 1989. The House of 
Commons passed the act by 144-114 on April 10, 1990, with a target 
implementation date of January 1, 1991. 

As of this writing, the eST is still before the Sena te which is 
holding its own hearings and was, until recently, dominated by the 
opposition. The number of government supporters is now adequate to 
ensure passage of the bill, however. 

But the eST cannot yet quite be considered a fait accumpli. 
Naturally, the opposition parties have vowed to "fight tooth and 
nail" against it, numerous special-interest groups have lined up to 
testify against the ta x, labour has threatened a general strike, and 
polis have revealed a near unanimity of public opinion for scrapping 
the eST in particular and commodity taxation in general. But the most 
important potential adversaries (or allies) of the federal government 
in the Canadian tax reform process are the Canadian provinces. Public 
statements by the federal government suggest that it would still like 
to incorpora te the provinces into the reform process by integrating 
provincial and federal sales taxes into a national sales tax (NST). 
Failing that, it would prefer to obtain provincial support and co
operation in implementing the eST. Thus, even if the eST is 
implemented in essentially its current form without substantial 
provincial participation, such participation might still be an agenda 
item for further reform and adjustment of Canada's tax system. 

The provinces have their own diverse interests in supporting or 
opposing the imposition of a eST to replace the existing MST, or in co
operating with the substitution of an NST for the MST. While Alberta 
is distinct in its opposition to ail commodity taxation of any fonn 
(unlike the other provinces, it has no provincial sales ta x), other 
provinces are concerned about the federal infringement on one of their 
major revenue bases. ' Furthermore, ail provinces not only reflect the 
interests of provincial pressure groups but also have their own interest 
in the regional redistribution of rcal income that would result if the 

1For ex"mple. ,15 OntMio's provincial tre,lsurer s,lid, "There"; 11(1 advantage for 
Ontario to piggy-b,lCk. 'l'ou know th,lt we have' a m,lture S"ieS t,lX system ,lt l' percent 
returning US 59 billion. Ifs not p(llitic"lly very popular, but it pays a lot of bills. 
Now, if [Finance Minister Mich,1('1 WibonJ is going to insist, as the Covernment of 
Can"d" is apparent/y going to do, nHlving into ail of the pmvinces with this new 
t,lx-he h,lS ('very right to do so-our tll\.pllYCfS (lnd our fctaliers llnd our custonlt'rs 
Me going to find themsl'lves p"ying two sales t,lxe" two different r,lles on two 
different b,he," (CBC, "The Journal", November 9,191'9, as transeribed and Ljuoted by 
'v1iij,1l1 1991l). 

eST replaced the MST. Regional redistribution would be inevitable if 
provinces differed substantially in production and consumption 
patterns for Canadian manufactured goods versus goods and services in 
general. 

Here wc investigate whether such differences might give rise to 
varying provincial positions on tax reform, experienced as different 
bargaining stances in a rent-seeking tax reform game or as different 
patterns of popular support as recorded in polis. The first section 
discusses the tax reform game and sketches a theoretical rationale for 
provincial positions. It is followed by a discussion of the empirical 
basis for provincial positions and poll results and concluding remarks. 

Provincial Stakes in the Federal Tax Reform Game 

Tax reform can be viewed as a public choice game between various 
special-interest groups that are rent-seeking by lobbying over the 
details of tax legislation and administration (see Hartle 1988; 
Hettich and Winer 1988; Spindler 1990a, 1990b; Spindler and Walker 
1988; Tullock 1988). Although the ultimate players are the special
interest groups, these players act through public institutions at various 
levels (federal, provincial, municipal) and divisions (legislature, 
administration, bureaucracy) of government or at various levels 
(national, regional, local) or forms (television, radio, newspapers) of 
the media, which may be considered as proximate players. This 
results in an ongoing revision of the de facto administration of specifie 
tax legislation, which in turn implies an ongoing revision of the 
property rights regime throughout the economy. 

This paper will focus on two major proximate players in the sales 
tax reform game in Canada: (l) the federal government, and (2) the 
provincial governments as a group in a bilateral game or as 
individuals in a "multi-bilateral" game. We will briefly set out their 
respective positions, both official and surmised, and show that the 
provinces may not have an incentive to act as a single player. 

Federal Government 

The Canadian government apparently initiated this sales tax reform 
game and ultimately will be responsible for a politically satisfactory 
resolution. 2 Its official objectives are as follows: 

"CivL'n the economic and budgetary connections between this tax reform game and other 
reform games of the eurrent government-such a" the recent C,1l1ada-U.S. frel' trade 
agreement, the FIRA/lnvestment Can,lda transformation, and the privatization 
program-(lne might specu!ate that ,,11 these games were instigated by major 
C,1l1adian "nd non-Canadian multinational corporations who <1[e seeking poliey 
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[A] key e!ement of the government's strategy to strengthen Canada's 
economy and to safeguard essential programs is the replacement of the 
federal sales tax, This initiative will improve Canada's ability to compete 
in the world economy while providing the feder"l government with a more 
st"ble and a more rehable tax system. Equally important, sales tax reform 
will improve the overall fairness of the Canadian tax system. As a result of 
reiorm, the distribution of the tax burden will be more progressive and 
lower income Canadians will be better off. (Wilson 1(89) 

This rationale stresses economic efficiency, revenue stability, and 
taxpayer l'quitY and may weil be part of the agenda underlying this 
game.' But an understanding of the Canadian provincial/federal 
political nexus and an alternative reading of the documentation 
provided by the minis ter of finance suggests a possible "hidden 
agenda", which is not necessarily incompatible with or mutually 
exclusive of the stated objectives. First, the federal government may be 
using this reform to increase its power over the provinces. For example, 
by increasing the size of its sales tax base, the federal government will 
encroach on the sales tax bases of the provinces. Furthermore, after 
this reform ail special-interest groups will have to lobby both the 
federal government and the provinces to obtain exemptions of certain 
goods or services from sales taxation. Finally, current or future federal 
sales tax reform may be an additional card for the Federal government 
to play in the context of a larger bargaining game with the provinces. 
The ongoing decentralization and recentralization struggle between 
the federal and provincial governments constitutes the most important 
Canadian political game. Such elements as regional development or 
equalization programmes, constitutional amendments, and Sena te 
reform may ail be linked in this game. 

Second, there may be a hidden provincial redistribution agenda 
serving federal purposes or special interests in the politically and 
economically dominant provinces of Quebec and Ontario.~ In fact, this 
question has been addressed and denied by the federal government: 

1t is sometimes argued that the economic benefits of replacing the 
existing federal sales tax wi th a multi-st"ge tax like the Guods and 
Services Tax will not be weil bal,lnced regionally. In particular, some have 
c1aimed that Central Canada with its relatively heavy concentration of 
manufacturing industries will benefit to the dé'triment uf Atlantic Canada 
and Western Canada. These concerns are misplaced. (Wilson 1989: 17). 

harmonization ,1Ild so-c,llled levcl plaving fieILi,; \\"orld\\"ide. Another possibility is 
that the m,ljor m'lllufacturing ~'rnvinces, Ontario ,1Ild QUL'bl'C, are inducing these 
rdorm g,lnH.'s eitlwr as special-intl'rest players on thl'ir o\\"n beh,llf or as proximate 

_ players on beh"lf pf the multin,ltionals.
 
"See Spindlcr "nd Walkcr (1988) for a statistical analysis pf the basis for this vic\\".
 
lTlwre abl) m"y be cl hidden private-to-public redistribution agenda. Civen the
 

eXl'mption of cert,lin public sector l!';er tees, there would be re!.ltive price dfects 
betwecn the pnv,1te "nd public sectors t<l\'ouring the expansion of the latter. 
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But, because the proposed GST is a value-added tax on both goods 
and services-as opposed to the MST which is an ad va/orem tax on 
manufactured goods only-the regions that add relatively more (less) 
value on goods and relatively less (more) value on services will be net 
gainers (losers), contrary to the federal government's statement. 

Provincial Governments 

The provincial governments reportedly have been engaged in ongoing 
negotiations with the Federal government over the possible 
integration of provincial and Federal sales taxes into a national sales 
tax similar to the national income tax system in Canada. Although 
there have been occasional comments to the press,; there are no official 
provincial position papers or statements available for public perusa!." 
Before the House of Commons approval of the GST, Finance Minister 
Wilson had ruled out joint collection because of the lack of agreement 
between the provinces and the federal government. But after the 
Meech Lake Accord failed to be ratified, Quebec and the Federal 
government moved to negotiate provincial administration of the eST 
for Quebec. Each provincial government, of course, along with its 
bureaucracy and opposition parties, will have a special interest in 
guarding and enhancing its own power-both absolutely and relative 
to that of the other provinces and the federal government. Thus, each 
will have a special interest in blocking any federal initiative to 
enhance federal power or to redistribute power or real income among 
provinces, unless such redistribution is in its favour. This might 
explain in part the lack of unanimous, publicly announced support of 
the GST by the provinces. Lack of unanimous opposition by the 
provinces may be explained in part by the fact that the final agenda
especially that dealing with a national sales tax-has not yet been 
negotiated and in part by the fact that the net benefits of the GST for 
l'ach province are not expected to be uniformly positive. 

Since ail provinces except Alberta levy their own provinci"l sales 
taxes at varying rates and on a non-value-added or a "casGlding" 
basis, ail potentially stand to lose tax revenues with the introduction 

5British Columbia's premier, for example, said that the federal gO\'l'rnrnent ,hou Id 
reduce its budget rather than introduce a GST. Alberta's provinci,,1 treasurer 
dec!ared that he is opposed to the eST "nd to sales taxes. In fact, y(] per cent of 
national press coverage of the eST h"s had il n,ltion,ll focus, with the rest of the 
coverage focused largcly on the opposition pf Ontolfip "nd, to a !l'sser extent. Alberta 
(Miljan 1990). 

"According to an anonymous referee," At thl.' time of the First Ministers' Conference in 
November 19H9, a paper \Vas prq),lrC'd presenting the provinces' opposition. The 
federal Finance Department \Vrote a rebuttal. As L'vents unfolded, tlwse pa pers were 
not publicly discussed because Ml'C'ch Lake dominated the meeting". Unfortunately, 
these papers were not available to us for "n"lvs,,;, 
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of the eST. As Conference Board of Canada economist Brian Hull 
(1990) explained: 

If ail cascading were to be eliminated, provincial tax rates would have to 
rise by upw"rds of 50 per cent unless there were a compensating increase 
in the tax b"se. If input tax is deductible under the eST or any other 
new feder"l consumption tax, while remaining not deductible under 
provinci"l taxl's, the public-business people ,llld consumers-will 
become painfully aware of the aIllount of cascading involved in provincial 
taxes. They will almost certilinly insist that provincial taxes be made 
deductible too. Ifs no wonder thilt the provinces have opposed the eST. 

This argument would explain why every provincial leader would 
have an interest in opposing the eST.? It would not explain, however, 
why there would be interprovincial differences in attitudes toward 
the eST. 

Provincial Winners and Lasers 

As mentioned earlier, these differences may be explained in part by 
different patterns of provincial net gain and loss under the eST. This 
can be illustrated with a simple interregional trade mode!. For 
simplicity, assume that each Canadian province can be classified as 
"services-rich" or "services-poor". A services-rich province produces 
and exports services; a services-poor province produces and imports 
services. 

Figure 1 graphically illustra tes a service industry in a services
poor region before and after the introduction of the eST. Before the 
eST, the total quantity of services consumed in this region is 00, of 
which OA is domestically produced and AD is imported from the 
services-rich region. Consumer surplus is MF! and the Ricardian rent is 
FEe. After the eST is introduced at rate t, prices increase from OF to 
OL (where OL = [1 + t] OF), and domestic supply shifts from SO to SI. 
There is a loss of consumer surplus of LFI}, of which LFHJ is the tax 
revenue for the federal government and JHI is the Harberger triangle, 
or the dead-weight welfare loss. For this region's producers of 
services, production does not decrease even though regional 
consumption of services decreases by CO. This loss is entirely borne by 
producers in the services-rich region.o 

-The highest degree of cascading milV hilve occurred umier the MST, but once that tax 
, is replilced by the eST, provinciill S,l!cS tilxes will remain the wmst offenders. 
°We follow the price-taking convention of interregional and international trade 

models by "ssuming that imports of services (and later goods) are perfectly e!.lstic in 
supply. The les5 extreme assumption of a less than perfectly elastic supply will 
necess"rily imply les5 dramatic, and pos5ibly more confu5ing, results. [n particulilr, 
the losses will tend to be shared among local producers, foreign producers, importers, 
and exporters; foreign consumers may in fact gain. Here, hmvever, we merely want to 
illustra te a particular tendency in the simplest manner possible. Thus, trilnsportation 
«)sb and other barriers to interregional trade are neg!ccted in these simple an"lyses. 
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Figure 1 
SERVICE INDUSTRY IN A SERVICES-POOR REGION BEFORE
 

AND AFTER INTRODUCTION OF THE GST
 

In turning to the goods industry and, again for simplicity, assuming 
that each province can be classified similarly as "goods-poor" or 
"goods-rich", Figure 2 depicts the situation for the goods industry in a 
goods-poor region before and after the introduction of the eST. Because 
the eST replaces the higher-rate MST, this reform constitutes a net 
reduction in the tax rate for the goods industry." This can be 
represented by a shift of the supply curve from S3 to S4. Before the 
eST, the quantity of goods consumed in this region is OY, of which OZ 
is domestically produced and ZY is imported from the goods-rich 
region. The consumer surplus is VUX and the Ricardian rent is VWT. 
The introduction of the eST pushes the market price down from OV to 
OR and increases the consumer surplus by VRPX, of which VRSX cornes 
from the lower tax rate and XSP from an Harbergerian welfare gain. 
For this region's producers of goods, production does not increase even 

"Not aIl goods Me taxed by the MST. The treatment in Figure 2, however, is 
appropria te for a composite of all (taxed and untaxed) goods, such as the stiltistical 
category "Milnufactured Coods" (although the composition of this category itself 
will change in response to the associated income and substitution effects), if the 
average tax rate on manufactured goods falls as the CST replaces the MST. 
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Figure 2 
GOODS INDUSTRY IN A GOODS-POOR REGION BEFORE 

AND AFTER INTRODUCTION OF THE GST 

though the region's consumption increases by YN. This gêlin is entirely 
captured by the producers located in the goods-rich region. lII 

ln summary, producers in the services-poor or goods-rich provinces 
should welcome the eST reform since it will lead to clll expanded 
output of goods and virtually no decrease in the output of services. For 
producers in the services-rich or goods-poor provinces, however, the 
eST refofIn will lead to a decreêlse in the output of services and 
virtually no increase in the output of goods. Of course, these conclusions 
are based on a partial equilibrium model and are dependent on 
assurnptions made about the relative cost functions and the price-taker 
statuses of importing and exporting provinces. The general presumption 
of relative gain and loss seems reasonable, however. The services-poor 
and goods-rich regions will gain more in the goods industry (and lose 
less in the services sector) than will the goods-poor and services-rich 
regions. 

IIiThis conclusion rL'sts on the conventionill price-t<lker ilssumption with respect to 
illlports ilS eXpLlil1l'd in notc R. 
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For consumers, general conclusions are more difficult to draw, but it 
is certain that services-oriented consumers williose relative to goods
oriented consumers. Because consumers are not homogeneous in their 
têlstes, the eST reform melY be welcomed by some but not by others. To 
the extent that consumers have "voted with their feet" to sort 
themselves among provinces according to their preferences for the mix 
of provincial output, polis might reflect sorne differential levels of 
eST opposition in accordance with a province's services- or goods-rich 
status. ll But, to the extent that in its present or fu ture form the eST is 
not expected to be tax revenue neutral-but instead t<lX revenue 
increasing-most consumers will have an interest in opposing this 
reform. l ' 

Evidence of Provincial Stakes 

Evidence of the provincial stakes in this tax reform game is sketchy at 
best, but Wh,lt does exist reveals a basis for differential provincial 
support or opposition. The most recent data on interprovincial 
relationships are presented by Whalley and Trella (986), who offer 
the following caveat: "While these estimates do provide a measure of 
the trade imbalance in goods and services for each province, they also 
include a significant error component" (02). With this in mind, we 
extracted and adapted their data for presentation here (Tables 1 
and 2). 

Table 1 shows that Quebec, Ontario, and Alberta are net service 
exporters, but these provinces do not overwhelmingly dominate the 
service market. The situation for mcll1ufactured goods is more revealing 
(Table 2): Quebec and Ontario are net exporters and the other 
provinces are net irnporters. If 1981 is considered a representative year, 
these data suggest that the replacement of the MST by the eST would 
encounter less resistance and opposition from Ontario and Quebec 
businesses and provincial governments. 

Alternatively, consider that eST refofIn will lower the prices of 
manufactured goods relative to services. This in turn will raise the 
growth rate of manuf,lcturing relative to service output. Thus, 
provinces with higher ratios of manufactured goods to services may 
benefit more from this reform and therefore may offer less resistance to 

Il Sut it is more likelv th,1t individu,l!s hilve sorted themsclvL'S provinciillly by 
inconw-cctrning opportunitics thiln by consulllption preferL'ncl's. Thus, poils need not 
reflect provinci,ll goods/services differcncL'5. 

12[ndeed, most pn'ss cOllll1lentctry on the eST stresses other countriL's' expcriences with 
l'ver-rising Silles t,lX rates ilnd the expectiltions of experts ilnd thL' gt'nt'r<ll public 
thilt the initi,ll eST t,lx n1te is just the thin edge of ,1 potentially vt'rv I,Hge wt'dge. 
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Table 1
 

VALUE OF 1981 INTERREGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL IMPORTS AND
 
EXPORTS OF PERSONAL AND BUSINESS SERVICES, EXCLUDING
 

TRANSPORTATION, BY REGION (MILLIONS OF 1981 $)
 

Region IMPC IMPW EXPC EXPW (3+4) - (1+2) (3) - (1) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Atlantic 1,911.4 133.3 1,654.2 290.2 -100.3 --257.2 
Quebec 5,754.9 974.7 6.6288 828.2 +727.4 +873.9 
Ontario 6,775.2 2,666.5 ]D,137.5 2,112.1 +2,807.9 +3,362.3 
Manitoba/Sask. 2,740.0 177.6 2,369.7 335.1 -212.8 -370.3 
Alberta 4,256.1 3423 4,588.8 492.6 +483.0 +332.7 
British Columbia 2,975.1 435.3 2,389.9 861.4 -159.1 -5852 

Source: Adapted from J Whalley and 1. Treil,) lY86. ReglOlllli Aspec!s 01 COl1ledcrallOl1. Toronto: 
UnÎ\cl'fsity' of Toronto Press. 

\Jote: IMPe:::: imports ffOIll rest of C<lIldda; I\1PW :::: imports From rest pf world; EXPC :::: cxports tu 
rest of Canclda; EXI 1

\\' :::: export"i to rest of world. 

it. By this criterion as well, Ontario and Quebec would be expected ta 
offer less resistance to the proposed GST reform than the other 
provinces. 

Finally, GST reform will reduce the cost of Canadian exports, 
making them more competitive abroad. Thus, exporters will benefit, 
and provinces that have a greater concentration of exporters will be 
less resistant to GST reform. Again, the data on exports to the rest of 
the world, given in column (4) of Tables 1 and 2, suggest that Ontario 
and Quebec would be less opposed to GST reform. The other side of the 
coin, however, is that imported manufactured goods will lose the 
relative advantage, provided by the MST, over Canadian 
manufactured goods and, consequently, importers are likely to oppose 
GST reform. They may be countered, of course, by the support for GST 

Table 2
 

VALUE OF 1981 INTERREGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL IMPORTS AND
 
EXPORTS BY REGION FOR LIGHT MANUFACTURING, LUMBER, PAPER,
 

PRINTlNG, METAL, MACHINERY, AND VEHICLES (MILLIONS OF 1981 $)
 

Region IMPC IMPW EXPC EXPW (3+4) - (1+2) (3) - (1) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

---_._

Atlantic 4,734.6 2,317.3 996.3 1,678.4 -4,377.2 3,738.3 
Quelx'c 8,649.8 14,692.4 11,451.7 11,089.2 -801.3 +2,801.9 
Ontario 8,132.7 36,984.8 20,730.3 27,J81.1 +2,793.9 +12,597.6 
Manitoba/S,lsk. 4,837.6 3,205.8 1,541.0 2,041.3 -4,461.1 -3,296.6 
Alberta 8,123.11 4,890.9 2,169.7 1,9114.9 -8,939.3 -5.953.3 
British Columbia 4,382.9 6,299.3 2,471.8 8,609.9 +399.5 -1,911.1 

SourCl~: Ad,lpteJ from J. Wh<'llk'y and 1. Trt'lla. 19r:h. ['CSÙlIlI1! Aspect::; or COII{l'ât'ratioll. Toronto: 
Univcrsity of Toronto Pres~. 

\;ote: IMPe:::: imports fronl rest of C,1.I1,lda; IMPW = imports frOlll ft'st of world; EXPC == l"ports to 
rest of Canada; EXP\V :::: cxport<:; to ft'st of world. 

reform by Canadian manufacturers who will gain from import 
substitution, but the balance of political influence at the provincial 
level ,1S affected by these competing groups may result in a provincial 
government being more opposed to GST reform. This may be partic
ularly important for Ontario, which, as shown in column (2) of Table 2, 
not only has the largest level ()f imports of all provinces, but also has, 
by a substantial absolu te amount, the largest margin of imports over 
exports. Goods imported from the rest of the world relative to goods 
exported outside Canada are also substantial for the Prairie provinces, 
suggesting that, if it is reflected in the balance of political influence, a 
more anti-GST stance will be found in those provinces. 

Voter Perceptions of Tax Reforrn 

Quantitative data on provincial government opposition to the GST are 
not available. However, a survey of the business community was 
conducted in December 1989, and the resuIts were published in March 
1990 in the monthly magazine 511lnll Bl/sincss. The sample of 1,584 
consisted of the readers who chose to respond to the magazine's 
questionnaire; with this kind of survey, of course, selection bias is 
unavoidable, and it should be kept in mind. According to the results 
given in Table 3, the two provinces least opposed (Jess than 50 per cent) 
to the proposed GST are Quebec and Ontario. This is consistent with 
our expectations; however, the opposition rate, in absolu te terms, is 
still very high for every province (average for Canada: 51 per cent). 

To gauge consumers' attitudes by province, Gallup Canada Ine. con
ducted an opinion polI on September 6-9,1989, and asked 1,051 aduIts, 
18 years and older: "Are you in favour of replacing the manufacturers' 
sales tax with a new national sales tax, or not?" The results are 
summarized in Table 4, which reveals that the level of opposition is 
very high (nationally, 72 per cent) and relatively uniform across 
provinces (the interprovincial variation is less than 3 per cent). This 
may be considered consistent with voters' perceptions that they will 

Table 3
 

VERDICT ON THE GST (PER CENT)
 

Region In favour In favour with changes Against 

Atl"ntic 3 44 53 
Quelx'(' 4 46 50 
Ontario 4 48 47 
Prairies 5 41 54 
British Columbia 2 40 58 

--- 

Source: SI/Jall Hu::."iIlCSS, !\1,HL-h JY90, 2H. 
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Table 4
 

POLL RESULTS FOR GST REPLACING MST (PER CENT)
 

Region Favour Oppose Don't know 

Atlantic 12 73 ]5 
Quebec J() 71 19 
Ontario ]2 74 H 
Prairies 12 71 17 
British Columbi" 15 72 ]6 

SPUfl-t;>: C,~llllp Candda, IllL., pTt'''.'"' ft'lL'd'-;L'; Scptl'mbcr 2H, lLJHY. 

lose on balance-either as consumers or producers of services or as a 
result of the expected increase in their net burden from explicit, 
legisla ted taxes. 

Although various other polis with diverse formats have been 
conducted on the same subject since August 1989, press releases often 
give only the national results which arc not broken down by province, 
and the different poli questions often yield incomparable results. For 
example, two polis were taken by Angus Reid over the period 
December 13-21,1989. The first, released by the Canadian Federation 
of Independent Business, reported simply that 68 per cent of Canadians 
opposed the eST and that 27 per cent approved of the tax. The second 
Angus Reid poli, released by the National Citizens' Coalition, asked 
a very different question: "How strongly would you approve or 
disapprove of a 7 per cent eST if taxes were increased in other areas 
instead?"Il This poli reported an overall 61 per cent disapproval rate 
(that is, the rate "disapproving" or "strongly disapproving"), which 
differed significantly among sorne provinces. 14 One major charac
teristic of the Angus Reid results was the confirmation of a trend of 
unfavourable opinion against the eST, especially in Western Canada 
and Quebec. 

A pairwise comparison of the latter Angus Reid disapproval rates 
for each province with that of Ontario (as the major Canadian 
manufactured goods-exporting province) supports our regional 
redistribution hypothesis-except in the case of Atlantic Canada. But 
a pairwise comparison of d isapproval rates by province in relation to 
Quebec does not support our hypothesis-except in the case of Ontario 
and Alberta. Since in answering these polls consumers may consider the 
balance between their 0«(111 relative preferences and relative produc-

IlIssentiaIIv, this questi'Hl compares the repl.,cl'ment of the ;v]ST by the eST with 
anl)ther (unspecitied) ta' incredse, instead ot c011lp'Hing the MST with tht' eST ,1S in 
the Clilup poIl cited abo\'e. 

14D;';'lppnn'1] rales were: 71 pL'r CL'lll, Allwrta; 65 per Cl'Ill, Quebec; 64 ~wr cent, 
Manitob" ,lmi Saskatcl1C'w,ln; 59 per cl'nt, British Columbia; 56 pt'r cent, Ontario; ,1l1d 
52 per CL'nt, Atl,1I1tiC C1I1"d,1 (Sl'guin 1990: A9). 

tivity, we would not necessarily expect such polls to reflect regional 
productivity alone. 

The most recent poll, conducted by Toronto's Glu/n' al1d Mail, found 
Canadians favouring Sena te rejection of the eST legislation by a two
to-one margin (60 per cent versus 29 per cent). While the full results 
were not reported by province, it was reported that "Quebeckers were 
much more favorably inclined to the eST, with 39 per cent supporting 
passage of the tax, compared with 26 per cent in the rest of the country. 
By contrast, the lowest support for the legislcttion was recorded in the 
Prairies" (Waddell 1990: AS). These results, as reported, could be 
interpreted as being consistent with our hypothesis. 

Conclusion 

Is there a basis for a regional influence in Canadian sales tax reform? 
Despite the weaknesses in the data, they do suggest that eST reform 
will have regional redistribution implications, which arc reflected in 
part in differential rates of provincial interest group and voter 
opposition. The tax reform game depends not only on the actual 
interests of competing special-interest groups, but also on their 
abilities to organize to apply political pressure (Becker 1983). 

eiven Olson's (965) analysis of special-interest group formation, 
one would expect special-interest groups representing consumers (such 
as Canadians AeAST, Council of Canadians, and Pro-Canada 
Network), or the many small, service-oriented finns (such as the 
Canadian Federation of Independent Business, which has been quite 
visible publicly but apparcntly ineffective politically) to be less 
effective in applying political pressure than those groups representing 
the larger manufacturing firms (such as the Canadian Manufacturers' 
Association, which has been maintaining a relatively low public 
profile on the eST)-whether through the provincial governments to 
the federal government or directly at the federal level. 

In the Canadian contex\, our analysis suggests that such provinces 
as Quebec and, to a lesser extent, Ontario, acting in their own self
interest or as proximate interest groups, tend to be less opposed to eST 
reform than other provinces. Not only do the provincial statuses of 
Ontario and Quebec give them an important advantage over other non
provincial interest groups in producing political pressure on the 
federal government, but their share of representatives in both hou ses 
of Parliament gives them a natural advantage over other provinces as 
weil. Taking into account current Canadian political reality, it seems 
inconceivable that the eST muid have passed the House of Commons 
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if it had been seen as harmful to Quebec's (or even Ontario's) interest 
on balance.!" 

Given the contending GST special-interest groups and their 
abilities ta produce political pressure, a transitory political 
equilibrium already has resulted in passage of the GST by the House 
of Commons and may weil yield a win for the GST in the Senate. But, 
as emphasized earlier, tax reform is a cyclical game. Further sales tax 
reform or "refinement" can be expected to result from the rent-seeking 
competition of special-interest groups and further bargaining tac tics by 
the federal and provincial governments. 
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